


This document serves as an addendum to the PenPlace Design 
Guidelines. The Open Space Network (OSN), developed through 
a public planning process builds upon and continues the process 
initiated during the review process for the PenPlace PDSP 
Amendment. The OSN Concept is intended to provide additional 
detail to the open space provided for in the PDSP Amendment 
and associated Design Guidelines.

The PenPlace OSN concept captures the preferences which 
were heard during the multi-phased public review and planning 
process. The proposed plan is anticipated to create an attractive 
and inviting new urban environment that introduces a mix of 
uses that complement the surrounding areas, while embracing 
sustainable design practices. Retail and service amenities 
throughout the site, with attention to high quality design, 
will serve to provide a destination for local and surrounding 
communities.
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The County Board approved the PenPlace PDSP Amendment on 
September 21, 2013. The PDSP conditions required a post-PDSP 
public planning process for the 10th Street Plaza, Central Green 
and the 12th Street Plaza (“Open Space Network”) shown in the 
PenPlace Urban Design Guidelines (the “Design Guidelines”) to 
document and assess the recreational interests of the community 
and stakeholders to help to determine the preferred use and 
design of the Open Space Network (OSN) and provide input on 
future Community Facility concepts. 

The PDSP approval for PenPlace included a proposed layout for 
the development of a secure facility if one is approved for the 
B-West parcel. For that reason, a modified OSN Concept was 
developed concurrently which accommodates the possibility of a 
setback requirement on that parcel.

INTRODUCTION
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Prior to the start of the public planning process the design 
consultant conducted research to understand the characteristics 
of the site and surrounding area. The site assessment included 
geographical features, site conditions, local transportation 
systems, history of the area, demographics, the view shed and 
sun/shadow studies. A general open space analysis was done 
to identify how the PenPlace open space could contribute to the 
open space network of nearby public and privately owned open 
spaces.

SITE ANALYSIS
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Situated in the northeast corner of the Pentagon City Phased 
Development Plan, this prominent location is within walking 
distance of a number of surrounding key landmarks on both 
sides of the Potomac River. It is located within 1/4 mile to the 
Pentagon, 1 mile to Reagan National Airport, 2 1/4 miles to 
Rosslyn, 2 1/2 miles to the White House and 3 miles to the 
Capitol Building.

PenPlace is situated adjacent to a number of other open spaces 
in the area and is in a key location within the overall open 
space network. Gravely Point Park, Mount Vernon Trail, Long 
Bridge Park, Crystal City Water Park, Virginia Highlands Park 
and Pentagon Row Plaza all surround the PenPlace site. These 
combined open spaces offer additional recreational activities 
including exercise and biking trails, athletic fields, open lawns, 
water features, playgrounds and areas for dogs. PenPlace intends 
to complement and enhance these activities that already exist, 
which will result in a richer community.

PenPlace is also located within a half mile of three MetroRail 
stations (Pentagon City, Pentagon, and Crystal City), a Virginia 
Railway Express station, and a number of bus and bicycle routes. 
In addition to these existing transit stations, a station accessing 
two future streetcar lines are proposed directly to the south of 
PenPlace at the intersection of 12th Street and Elm Street.
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Access: METRO

Access: FUTURE STREETCAR
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Access: BUS

Access: BICYCLE

INFORMATION SOURCE: PENPLACE DESIGN GUIDELINES
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Including the key landmarks and adjacent open space, PenPlace 
is also located just north of the Metropolitan Park Development. 
With the completion of both PenPlace and MetPark, a significant 
open space/public realm will help connect the spaces to the east 
and west while providing recreational opportunities and a place 
to stage a variety of events.

PENPLACE

METROPOLITAN PARK

INFORMATION SOURCE: METROPOLITAN PARK DESIGN GUIDELINES + OLIN
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PENPLACE OPEN SPACE PLANNING PRINCIPLES AND GOALS

INFORMATION SOURCE: OLIN
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PenPlace is subdivided into three key open spaces totaling 
approximately 2 acres. The three key spaces are the 10th Street 
Plaza at 0.3 acres, the Central Green at 1.3 acres, and 12th 
Street Plaza at 0.4 acres.

The five proposed buildings surrounding the PenPlace open 
space present opportunities for retail, hotel, residential, office 
and community facility space. The buildings vary in height and 
design to add interest and character. The open space concept 
appropriately connects to the buildings’ entry points and 
accommodates the retail services and other building amenities 
through a network of walkways and enhanced outdoor areas.

There is potential for a secure building to be located at the 
B-West building site that may reduce the usable open space for 
the Central Green. In the case of the secure building scenario, 
the open space concept is intended to provide the same level 
and quality of design as provided in the non-secure option.

INFORMATION SOURCE: PENPLACE DESIGN GUIDELINES + OLIN
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POST-PDSP APPROVAL OPEN SPACE PLANNING PROCESS

OPEN SPACE ASSESSMENT

CONCEPT DEVELOPMENT

CONCEPT REFINEMENT

PRESENTATION TO

COUNTY BOARD

The design process for PenPlace included two community 
workshops intended to identify the public’s desired program for 
this landscape, one meeting with Arlington County’s Parks and 
Recreation Commission to receive their input following initial 
concept development and was concluded with a public open 
house to showcase the refined design concept for the PenPlace 
Open Space, where additional comments were collected.
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ACTIVATE PenPlace:

Provide multifunctional publicly 
accessible space for recreational 
opportunities & events

ENGAGE AND CONNECT THE COMMUNITY:

Create an enhanced streetscape 
& public realm integrated with 
multiple modes of transportation
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INFUSE SUSTAINABLE SYSTEMS:

Design an ecologically sensitive 
place that serves a diverse group 
of users

INFORMATION SOURCE: OLIN
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The first community workshop was conducted with a presentation 
communicating the analysis of the site and surrounding context. 
Precedents were also presented to the community to illustrate 
amenities which could be incorporated in the design. The 
comments gathered from the community workshop and an online 
survey were reviewed and a list of the top 10 desired amenities 
was generated. With this list in mind, 4 concept designs were 
produced with supporting imagery.

INFORMATION SOURCE: PENPLACE COMMUNITY MEETING #1
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The integration of art into the site was strongly recommended by 
the community. Based on feedback provided during the community 
workshops, the public wished for permanent elements to be 
blended into the landscape as well as locations for rotating art 
installations. The opportunity to integrate art into the landscape 
as permanent elements or temporary exhibits is presented 
throughout the site. The drawings and illustrations shown in 
this addendum demonstrate one way in which sculpture can be 
integrated into water elements. The character and temporality of 
the art component will be determined at final site plan.

The water elements are designed to be interactive and dynamic. 
Water jets of varying height, intensity and duration offer 
entertainment for all members of the community, both young 
and old.

INFORMATION SOURCE: OLIN

ART
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The areas of planting within the PenPlace site are intended to 
integrate sustainable practices. Reflecting the native vegetation 
of the state and surrounding region, the layered planting will 
contribute to the overall visual interest of the site. Utilizing 
the best sustainable practices can provide the opportunity for 
stormwater management, rain water harvesting and can support 
biodiversity. These practices can also be employed to minimize 
irrigation requirements and reduce heat island effect.

A significant request by the community was to have the plantings 
of PenPlace be of seasonal interest. Certain areas located within 
the planting zones of the site have been designed to accommodate 
permanent seating. This offers opportunities for people to sit 
under shade along the edges of the outdoor ‘rooms.’

PLANTING
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The incorporation of a café on site was intended to further activate 
the space. The location of the café has been positioned within 
the site to encourage visitors to venture further into the park and 
explore. Being situated adjacent to the main promenade also 
creates a visual link to the café from 12th Street Plaza and the 
future streetcar stop, while extending the life of the park into the 
evening hours.

Movable tables and chairs are proposed to accompany the café 
and other locations throughout the site. These seating elements 
provide opportunity for people to sit in the sun or shade 
throughout the year.

FOOD SERVICE
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The children’s play area is inspired by natural elements. This 
area is designed as a series of undulating mounds with potential 
play features and is located in close proximity to the central lawn 
and water elements to expand the area in which kids are able to 
engage the landscape. The café is also located nearby to allow 
parents and guardians to have a space of their own as they 
supervise their children.

CHILDREN’S PLAY
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The second community workshop focused on the results of the 
input gathered during the first workshop as well as the results 
from an online survey. Attention was paid to the development 
of art, planting, food service and children’s play elements within 
the design concepts. The design team also considered ways to 
incorporate sustainable systems in order to reduce maintenance.

The design team utilized the surrounding context as an approach 
to identify four distinct and individual plan schemes. In this case, 
the Potomac River was a great source of inspiration. The four 
concepts evolved into Stone, Sticks, Bank and Current. Each 
design was accompanied by a circulation plan, axonometric 
views, event diagrams, court size overlays and perspectives to 
help communicate the design intent. PenPlace and its connection 
to Metropolitan Park was also addressed within each concept, 
as a continuation and further enhancement of the open space 
network for Pentagon City.
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The comments received from the second community workshop 
were assessed and design concepts were further refined. The 
culmination of comments allowed the design team to identify 
particular elements that the community desired to incorporate 
into the final design concept. This final concept was presented 
at the third and final community workshop (the public open 
house) and was well received by the community. After the public 
open house, additional comments from the community were 
addressed that further refined the open space design.

Amenity Results

Community Center 5

Library 5

Auditorium/Theater 5

Flexible Community Space 3

University (satellite/outpost) 3

Garden Shop 1

Amenity Results

Rotating Art 7

Building/Structure as Art 5

Permanent Art 4

Landscape Art 3

Water+Art 3

Interactive Art 2

Digital Art 1

Light Sculpture 1

Historic Art 1

Seating Art 1

10th Street 6

Walkways 4

12th Street 3

Central 1

Amenity Results

Open Café/Pavilion 5

Day/Night Programming 3

Structural Art 3

Temporary Vendors 1

Tuck Away 3

Visible 3

12th Street 2

Central 1

Food Carts 1

10th Street 1

Amenity Results

Café/Bathroom 7

Protected 4

Water Element 3

Stage 3

Tree Grove 3

Art/Sculpture 1

Stone 1

12th Street 1

Bank 1

Engaging 2

Climbing 2

Natural 1

Adult 1

Amenity Results

Flexible Water 7

Interactive Water 5

Light Sculpture Water 3

Spray/Jets 3

Art+Water 3

Bio-retention/Educational 2

COMMUNITY FACILITY ART WATER ELEMENTS CAFE CHILDREN’S PLAY

PUBLIC INPUT

INFORMATION SOURCE: OLIN
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comments concerns comments concerns comments concerns comments concerns

café at south pulls more 

people in - more 

approachable

not too themed oriented
pentagon shape, relates 

to destination

stepped seating may be 

visual block?

tilted lawn = visual 

interest
too much hardscape like the smaller space

café feels like a barrier to 

B-West

versatility/timeless
need to incorporate water 

feature more

water can be guiding 

element

what happens to fountain 

in winter?

open central space 

bringing visitors in with 

water and sculptures

too much open pavement curvilinear aspect

café location and shape
sense of arrival - entry 

point
overly processional draw of water feature

more exposed design, 

would be hotter

flatter space more inviting 

to a variety of uses

flatter space more inviting 

to a variety of uses
connect to the history

don't like too much heavy 

geometry
inclined lawns

focal water feature in 10th 

street plaza

café nearer to south 

street - more desirable to 

vendors

balance of hard and 

softscape

don't like the formality of 

stick
tnerruc fo sevruc eht evolknaB fo nepo eht evol

permanent stage as play 

element

larger seasonal plantings 

good - more permanent
play area location nice

water feature drawing one 

in at 12th street

love the curves of stone
planting location - draws 

you in - backdrop
curves

water feature + sculpture
water draws you in - 

motion is good

design makes space feel 

good despite secure 

building

epahs dna noitacol éfacegats tnenamrep ekil

both lawn and wooded 

space

flatter space more inviting 

to a variety of uses

water as light sculpture in 

winter

linear elements are very 

interesting

seasonal planting on 

edge

water elements on 12th

like the seating element in 

stick on lawn (can that be 

put into stone?)

direct path is nice and 

clear as a scheme

 TNERRUC KNAB SKCITS ENOTS
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INITIAL DESIGN SKETCH
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A key element of the design is the relationship of the architecture 
to the site as well as the connection of PenPlace’s open spaces 
to the immediate surrounding context. The site concept 
accomplishes this by the grand gesture of the main promenade 
that unites 12th Street Plaza at the south with 10th Street Plaza to 
the north. This visual connection not only draws people into and 
through the site, it enlivens the site with its connection to 12th 
Street and the future streetcar stop, provides a strong connection 
to the future community facility, as well as connects the site to 
MetPark. Creating a series of pathways through the site provides 
tangible and visual connection to the proposed building lobbies. 
This visual link extends beyond the boundaries of PenPlace and 
into the surrounding infrastructure of Pentagon City.
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Flexible programming was a key element considered in the 
design approach for PenPlace. The designed spaces provide 
programmable activities and create a multifunctional landscape. 
These activities include, but are not limited to a variety of 
recreational activities and impromptu sports, organized concerts, 
farmers markets and larger festivals. The design of the central 
green supports an open lawn that can be utilized by a variety of 
purposes throughout the year.
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VIEW FROM 12TH STREET PLAZA/STREETCAR STOP
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VIEW OF LAWN + CAFE FROM WEST
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VIEW FROM 12TH STREET PLAZA/STREETCAR STOP
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VIEW OF LAWN + CAFE FROM WEST
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